FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OVER $69*

LOW PRICES EVERYDAY

23Zero

Bandit Swag 900mm
$449.95 $354.90

Details

Specifications

Sleep soundlessly in the ultimate four-season all-rounder
Bandit Single 900mm Swag from 23ZERO. The Bandit is
constructed from a 400gsm tightly woven and proofed canvas
which is also fully seam-sealed, with a heavy-duty HF welded
PVC bucket floor. With 4-way entry, it's easy to access and
the freestanding design allows you to use it on its own or on
top of a stretcher. For airflow and insect protection, there is a
super-fine mesh with zip-down storm cover and all-weather
awnings for protection. Enjoy a comfortable night's sleep in
this swag, on the 70mm hi-density thick foam mattress which
has a poly-cotton cover to keep it clean. It's also a breeze to
pack away into the extra-large carry bag included when it's
time to hit the road. Tour in comfort in almost all conditions
with the Bandit Single 900mm Swag from
23ZERO.Freestanding design so it can be used on top of a
stretcher 400gsm proofed polycotton blend canvas for
durability Fully seam-sealed Easy 4-way entry Four allweather awnings, full zip down storm covers70mm hi-density
covered foam mattress with polycotton cover Heavy-duty HF
welded PVC bucket floor Superfine insect mesh Roomy swag
carry bag included

Snowys Code:

144885

Supplier Code:

230BAN900

Sleeping Capacity:

1 Person

External Dimensions:

215L x 90W cm + Awning

Sleeping Area:

205L x 80W cm

Packed Dimensions:

84L x 33W x 36H cm

Max. Head Height:

85H cm (bottom of swag to ridge pole)

Mat Thickness:

7 cm

Material:

400 gsm Poly/Cotton 65/35 Canvas

Inner Material:

Superfine Mesh

Floor Material:

Heavy Duty HF Welded PVC

Frame Material:

9.5 mm T6 Alloy Anodized

Waterproof:

Yes

Weight:

14 Kg

Warranty:

2 Year

Have a question about this product?
1300 914 007

service@snowys.com.au

Snowys Outdoors

Changed your mind?
For all information on how to return an item, visit www.snowys.com.au/returns
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